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Mastering google+
By Desiree Yourczek

Social Media Manager
Desiree’s love of connecting with
people and technology makes
her a great fit for her position as
Social Media Manager. She is
passionate about helping clients
and solving problems with innovative solutions. Desiree writes
about social media marketing
solutions on the Art Unlimited
blog. Feel free to connect with
her on social media!
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I expect brands
will notice this and
will build marketing
plans around it.
Bradley Horowitz
VP of Product, Google+

”

You may still be a bit skeptical about putting your business on

Google+ - why build a presence on Google+ when you’ve already
spent years (and possibly a lot of advertising money) working on

other platforms, such as Facebook? The social media landscape
is constantly changing and evolving, so its best to have a strong
foothold wherever you can. Also, Google+ has immense search
engine benefits and interactive features that make it completely
unique.

When Google launched their social media network Google+ in
June 2011, there were many predictions about how it was going to be able to perform against other social media giants like
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. Now in its maturity, Google+ is a
heavyweight in the social media arena. It is the second biggest social media network in the world, second only to Facebook. It even
surpasses Facebook in categories like growth and monthly active
usage.
Even with its massive growth, there is plenty of potential left for
Google+. Since it is the baby of a search giant, it is the only network able to really leverage the power of Google search results.
For businesses, it is a no brainer that if they want to be found on
Google that they take advantage of all of the benefits Google+ has
to offer.
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In this guide, we’ll give you step-by step instructions for how to

optimize your Google+ business page as well as the best practices
to use in order to generate more buzz around your company. Lastly, we will touch upon different aspects of Google+ that will impact
your search engine optimization and blogging efforts. Welcome,
and we hope you enjoy the read!
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Chapter 1

WHAT GOOGLE+
IS AND WHY IT
MATTERS

“

...make the same kinds of lasting
Connections with your customers online
the way you can in real life.

Dennis Troper
Product Management Director Google+ Pages

”

Google+ is a social network powered by the search engine giant Google.
Many see this platform as a challenge to Facebook’s domination of the
social media space. With more than 300 million active users and a growing
influence on search, Google+ has definitely emerged as a key player in the
online marketing ecosystem.
Google+ allows businesses to create pages and develop relationships with
prospects and customers on multiple levels. Individuals can add a brand
to a specific Google+ Circle, share a Google+ page with their network, and
interact with the content posted by that company. For instance, users can +1
(or in other words, endorse) the updates a company publishes, leave comments, upload photos, and tag the brand in them. An interesting aspect of
this platform is that its Hangouts feature enables companies to engage with
fans, prospects, and customers through video conference calls.
Video chat is definitely the element that distinguishes Google+ from other existing social networks. “We want to help you make the same kinds of
lasting connections with your customers online the way you can in real life,”
wrote Dennis Troper, Product Management Director, Google+ Pages.
Video communication is one way to make this happen.
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10 FACTS ABOUT

1. Pages can be made for a variety of differ-

Google+ post - you can find the post URL in

ent entities, but profiles can only be made for

the dropdown menu.

people.

7. Google+ has a “What’s Hot” section where

2. The default privacy setting for elements on

you can keep tabs on what is trending and

your business page is public.

popular on the social network.

3. You can edit your post after publishing it

8. You can create an event and share it public-

using the individual post’s dropdown menu.

ly or invite only certain circles.

4. Google+ has great in-album photo editing

9. You can view all the activity on a post by

tools - you can even add text overlays to your

clicking on the right of the “Add a Comment”

uploaded photos.

box on the user thumbnail image.

5. You can disable comments and reshares

10. With Auto-Enhance turned on, uploaded

for the entire page or by individual post.

photos are automatically enhanced to improve

6. You can easily link to any individual

image quality and file size for easier sharing.
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CHAPTER 2

THE BENEFITS
OF

7 Ways Google+
Changes Search
Here at Art Unlimited, we’ve picked out a number of ways Google+ will influence how
you will get traffic from Google’s search engine, whether by boosting your position in
search results, increasing the chances that people will click into your site, or other factors.

1

Improving Google’s Intelligence

As a result of Google+, Google will be able to improve its search engine results pages through the enhanced information it will be able to collect from your social circle.
Google+ offers a lot of elements that will allow Google to understand trends and what
people are interested faster than ever before. Not only can they see what you share
with your friends or what you are reading, but now they can also see which of your

IN SEARCH
Share Google+ with a Friend

friends are most important to you.
In the past, they could have had a broad vision of your followers on Twitter, but now
they can directly see exactly how you interact with those people. For example, do you
frequently share links with only a small handful of people?
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“

Google is getting deeper
vision into how individual
users share & discuss things
on the internet.

”

If you have a very tight relationship with a small network and a broader network that
you are less engaged with, Google could know to promote your tight relationships in
search results or use
ads over the broad
network.
Essentially, Google is
getting deeper vision
into how individual users share and discuss
things on the internet.
In the past, it had a
limited vision of this.
Now Google can own
the complete picture.
When placing recommendations on the results pages or looking for a certain page to
promote, Google will now know which of your friends you trust and listen to the most.

Share Google+ with a Friend

Google can now more easily
police who has a real profile
and who is a spammer.

2

!

Improved Search
Results Quality

Another benefit that Google+ brings

Google might consider them suspect.

to search is that results become much

Less gaming in Google’s results is a

harder to cheat. Google can now more

long-time goal for the search engine

easily police who has a real profile and

giant. Some spam sites are trying to sell

who is a spammer, and watch how

+1 votes already, but it is unlikely to be

they try to influence search results.

worthwhile--Google can easily watch for

When Google sees a profile that only

profiles that do nothing but spam votes

shares and votes for things on one

and discount the value of those votes.

website and nothing else, it knows who
targets as a spammer. If it sees profiles
dominated exclusively by +1s, it might
get suspicious. Let’s take this one step
further. If profiles are only following other
profiles characterized by such behavior,

Share Google+ with a Friend
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3 Changing How

You Get Traffic
Google also rolled out its version
of the tweet or share button, the
+1. These +1 buttons appear in
Google’s search results and can
be embedded on other websites as
well. They are tied to a destination

+1

page address, just like shares or
tweets are.
The +1 count that is displayed on each button is based on the address of
the page where it sits. This detail is really important to be aware of, because this may influence how you design your website. If you’re creating

+1

Incorporating
the +1 button
on your blog

landing pages for paid search campaigns, and your pages have several
variations, all of the +1 votes that you earn will be broken down separately for each page address. Also, be aware that the number of +1 votes you
have for a specific page can affect its Quality Score, which is critical when
working on a budget for your paid ads. This isn’t a huge problem, but it’s
important to be aware of. Every time you move a page or change the address of something, you’ll be resetting the +1 count for that page.
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Websites using Google’s
+1 Button get 3.5X
the Google+ visits.

17

No +1 Button

In order to determine the value of Google’s +1 button, we looked at data from a
customer base of more than 5,000 businesses. We compared referral traffic levels
from plus.Google.com (Google+) for websites that have Google’s +1 button installed
and for those that don’t. The result? Websites that use Google’s +1 button generated
3.5 times more traffic from Google+ than websites that don’t have the button installed.

What’s the marketing
take away?
Use social sharing buttons! While this statement seems obvious, many businesses
overlook the value of social sharing buttons and don’t use them. Social sharing buttons serve two important purposes. First, they make it super easy and quick for a
visitor to share your content on social media sites.
Second, social sharing buttons act as a call-to-action on your blog that helps remind
visitors that their online connections might be interested in the content as well. If you
aren’t yet using the Google +1 button on your website, it’s definitely time to start.
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Improved Click-Through Rates

Dan suggests that there could be a powerful “first post”
effect that marketers can leverage. In other words, people
might be more willing to share a piece of content if they have

The fourth major factor here, which is an often forgotten attribute to SEO success, is click-through

a chance to be one of the first people to spread the word.

rate, or how often people who see you on their results page actually click on your page in the results.

In any case, now Google+ gives us more opportunities to

One of the powerful ideas behind the +1 votes is that if you can see that certain results are extremely

speculate about social proof and its effect on social and viral

popular, or that people found a specific resource particularly helpful, you have that information

behavior online.

available without even clicking into the site.

“

You can see that 500 people have already
found a certain page useful before you ever
click or read any other details about it.

”

You can see that 500 people have already found a certain page useful before
you ever click or read any other details about it. This is similar to what Twitter

%

and Facebook have given us access to with some of their customized buttons

The access to this insight will strongly encourage searchers to click on specific

that reveal numbers of times something has been shared. In fact, Art Unlimited’s

“good” pages and ignore ones that are not as popular with their readers. If you’d

Social Media Scientist Desiree Yourcezk has discovered some interesting data

like to see an example of how this can work, look at your Google Webmaster

around social sharing.

Tools dashboard. Google provides a chart to show your click-through rate with and
without +1 results in the search results.

Share Google+ with a Friend
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For example, in this diagram from Google, you can see that people who saw Art Unlimited in the
search results with +1 information next to our website’s homepage were substantially more likely to
click on our link. This is great reinforcement for us to place +1 buttons across our site, so that all of
our pages can take advantage of the improved click-through rate!

5

Link your
Website
As you can see, Google+ is not just like any social network out there. It has the
power to affect our search habits, and the search engine giant is not afraid to use
that to its advantage to penetrate the social media space.
While here we covered most of the important ways in which Google+ will affect
search results, there is one more element that needs to be discussed. With the
launch of Google+ Business Pages, Google also rolled out an interesting new
integration between Google+ and Google search. The name of this integration is
Direct Connect, and in the next section, we will discuss what it does and how to set it
up.

Share Google+ with a Friend
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How to Link Your
Website to
Linking your website to your Google+
business page verifies to Google and
other users that you are legitimately
representing your website and business
on Google+. Even better, according to
Google, linking your website “provides
Google with information that we can use
to help determine the relevancy of your
site to a user query on Google Search.”
This means that linking your website
helps Google to figure out where to rank

go to https://developers.google.com/+/web/
badge/ - first select the type of badge or
icon you want and Google will generate the
you in search results. Linking your website
also makes it eligible for Direct Connect - a
feature where you can search for a brand or
company’s Google+ page in Google Search
just by placing a + in front of the name.

First, you must list the website you want to
page’s About section. Only use primary
URLs, not redirections. You can add the
following code snippet into the <head> tag

Link Your Website Using
a Badge or Icon
To link your website using a badge or icon,

Direct Linking
link as the primary website in the Google+

23

code for your page. Then follow Google’s
directions how to add the code to your
website.

Linking With Webmaster Tools
If you use Google Webmaster Tools, you can simply click the link website button next to your website URL in the About tab. Google will then
send a request to the webmaster to approve the link. The webmaster will
then be able to confirm the link in Webmaster Tools.

of your website:

You’ll know that the link has been approved once you receive an email

<a href=”https://plus.google.com/[YOUR

listed on the Google+ page.

and you’ll also see a checkmark

PAGE ID]” rel=”publisher” />

Share Google+ with a Friend
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6

Better Visibility
AUTHORSHIP
Although authorship is currently only available for personal profiles and not
business pages, implementing authorship could be huge for your business. When
you implement Google Authorship, your photo shows up in search results next to
blog posts and other pages on your website where you have linked your profile.
Links with Google Authorship appear more credible and have a 30-150% higher
click through rate. Google Authorship will give more visibility to your website in
search results, increase your authority and drive more traffic to your posts.
RIGHT HAND SEARCH SPACE
Although the right hand space is usually either filled with advertising or empty,
Google+ pages can now claim that space. Information for established Google+
Business pages will show on the right hand side of the search screen when
someone searches using a branded search term. However, you have to work
to earn that valued property. Google will first evaluate your engagement and

7

All Your Google+ Properties in One
Place

Google is striving to connect all its services together and this means major
benefits for your Google+ Business page. Google Places for Business (the
management portion of your Google Map listing) now automatically generates
a Google+ Local page that integrates with your Google map listing. So when
someone searches for you business on Google maps, they not only see
your listing but they can also follow your business, see recent posts about
specials or recent completed projects, and engage with your business right on
Google+. A map of your location and business reviews are now included into
your Google+ Local profile as well.
Just as Google+ integrates with other Google properties, it now ties in your
YouTube channel to your Google+ page. This means that users can view all of
your YouTube videos right from your Google+ page. Also, if a user is viewing
a video on your YouTube channel, they can navigate directly to your Google+
page to find out more information about your business.

popularity to determine if your Google+ page preview will appear in that right
hand space.
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Chapter 3

8 Best Practices
for Marketing on
Google+

How to Optimize Your Business
Presence on Google+
Google+ is similar to other social networks when it comes to marketing, but it does have its own
strengths and weaknesses. To get the most from your Google+ Business Page in terms or traffic and
leads for your business, follow these best practices:

1

Share Lots of Photos

Photos are very important on Google+.
A quick look at a Google+ feed will
tell you that lots of individual images
are shared by users. This is slightly
different from Facebook, where users
might upload an entire album of
images at one time. Think about your
business and marketing visually. Which
images, charts, or slides can you share
on Google+ to ignite conversations
and increase the viral spread of your
content? Google+ is built for sharing
images, so take advantage of it.

Share Google+ with a Friend
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4

Encourage People to Share
Your Posts
Sharing on Google+ is a catalyst for increasing the virality of your content. When you
post a message, photo, or link on Google+, be sure to ask your subscribers to share
your content with the people in their Circles. This is similar to asking people to “please
retweet” on Twitter.

2
3

Add Recommended Links
Under the ‘About’ tab of your Google+ Page, you have the option to add

5

Analyze Traffic & Leads
from Google+

recommended links in the right side bar. Don’t let this space go to waste.

So is this Google+ thing actually working for your business? To

Instead, add links to important blog articles and lead generation offers to

determine this, you’ll need to look at the traffic and leads that

drive more traffic and leads for your business.

have been driven from Google+. You can do this by looking at

Promote Your Google+ Page
on Your Blog & Website
To get real business value from Google+, you have to have a community

referral traffic from plus.Google.com to your website in your
Google Analytics. You can also track insights right from your
Google+ dashboard. Google+ provides data about how many
users viewed your page, how many users engaged with your
posts and other information you can use to track your marketing.

of people there to consume and engage with your content. In order to get
people to add your Google+ Page to their Circles, you need to promote
the page in places where you are already attracting visitors, such as your
homepage, blog side bar, or other social media accounts. Cross-promotion
is key to building a strong Google+ community.
Share Google+ with a Friend
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6

USE CIRCLES TO
SEGMENT YOUR
MESSAGES

“

The same messages you share with
your family might not be the same
messages you want to share with
your boss.

”

You must be thinking, “Why do we need yet ANOTHER social
network?” Frankly, that is a reasonable question to ask. As you’ve read
through this ebook, you have learned some of the reasons Google
wants the platform to be successful: search. What about users? Why
would someone want to use Google+ as an individual user?

Hangouts and the ability to collaborate easily with others is cool,
but arguably the biggest selling point of Google+ is Circles. Unlike
other social networks, Google+ was built with the unique idea that
different groups of people prefer different content. Think about it
this way. The same messages you share with your family might not
be the same messages you want to share with your boss at work.
Share Google+ with a Friend
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Segmentation is Critical
for organizing our lives
online today.

!
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7 Use Hashtags
On social media, using the # symbol before a word or phrase is
called a hashtag. It is used to identify and link posts about a specific topic. You can click on a hashtag and view related posts about
that topic or you can search for a specific topic using a hashtagged
term. Google+ automatically will use hashtags to help other users
identify and search for topics in your post. In order to prevent Google+ from hashtagging useless words in your post, help them out
by adding your own hashtags.

8

Take Advantage of
Communities
Google+ communities are groups where like-minded people and
businesses can share posts and discuss ideas. There are thousands
of communities on Google+ for any interest and subject you could

Google+ solves this problem by using what it calls Circles. Circles are no more

think of. You can use Google+ communities to share information

than groups of people that users can create and label. For example, you might

about your business, promote your blog posts and to network with

have different Circles for friends, family, and coworkers, and you would place

other people in your industry. You could even create a new commu-

new connections into their respective Circle. And yes, people can be added to
more than one Circle. Once you have Circles created, you can then decide to

nity and invite other people to join in!

share a Google+ message with one or multiple Circles. Segmentation is critical
for organizing life online today. Organize your online life with Google+. Create
the Circles you need to properly communicate with everyone in your life.
Share Google+ with a Friend
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“
CONCLUSION
& ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

If you want your business to
succeed online then you need to
make sure you’re on Google+.

Having read this ebook, you are now aware of the many aspects
in which Google+ can help your business be visible on social
media and found in search results. You may not experience
results right away, but being consistent with your Google+ posts
and interaction with other users will be key to discovering its
valuable benefits.
With Google+, Google has created a truly unique social media
network that integrates with all of Google. As Google+ continues
to grow in membership and usage, Google will constantly be
rolling out new updates and better features. Its best to get
your foot in the door now to establish your presence, gain a
full understanding of what Google+ can do for your business
and then you’ll be prepared to harness its power of search and
social.
If you want your business to succeed online, then you need to
make sure you’re on Google+.
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About Us
Art Unlimited is a web development, design, and marketing company,
specializing in smart designs with excellent customer service. We have
been in business since 1982.

Get your assessment with an
inbound marketing specialist
Liked what you read?
Why not sign up for a free Inbound Marketing Assessment?
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